The opportunity to vote is among Americans’ most valued rights and most important civic duties. Each election cycle, county Farmers Federation leaders interview candidates and recommend endorsements. The guide is provided as a tool for members. We encourage you to study the positions of all candidates and vote your choice. Please exercise your right to vote in the Primary election on Tuesday, March 3.

SAMPLE BALLOT
Unopposed candidates will not appear on the ballot.

REPUBLICAN PRIMARY AND CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT ELECTION
MARCH 3, 2020

CANDIDATE OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY FOR PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
Donald J. Trump

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Tommy Tuberville

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE 2ND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
Jeff Coleman

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE 5TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
Chris Lewis

FOR COURT OF CIVIL APPEALS JUDGE, PLACE NO. 2
Matt Fridy

FOR COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS JUDGE, PLACE NO. 1
Mary Windom

FOR COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS JUDGE, PLACE NO. 2
Beth Kellum

FOR PRESIDENT PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Twinkle Andress Cavanaugh

Proposed Statewide Constitutional Amendment #1
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of Alabama of 1901, to change the name of the State Board of Education to the Alabama Commission on Elementary and Secondary Education; to provide for the appointment of the members of the commission by the Governor, subject to confirmation by the Senate; to change the name of the State Superintendent of Education to the Secretary of Elementary and Secondary Education; to provide for the appointment of the secretary by the commission, subject to confirmation by the Senate; and to authorize the Governor to appoint a team of local educators and other officials to advise the commission on matters relating to the functioning and duties of the State Department of Education. (Proposed by Act 2019-345)
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FarmPAC is the grassroots political arm of the Alabama Farmers Federation. Endorsements are recommended by county leaders based on meetings with candidates, their voting records and stated positions on issues important to Federation members. Congressional endorsements are made based on recommendations from counties in each district. Not all FarmPAC-endorsed candidates have primary opposition, and ballot appearance will differ by county. Democrat and Republican sample ballots for each county are available on the Secretary of State website at sos.alabama.gov.